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Flying Cars Dilemma Now  

  

Engineers of all disciplines at MetroCon challenged to collaborate in solving overwhelming perplexities coming 

rapidly with personal vertical take-off and landing [VTOL] vehicles  

  

DALLAS (July 24, 2017) – The recent announcement that Bell Helicopter and the Uber Elevate Program will 

be providing auto/air human transport between Dallas and Frisco, Texas, spotlights overwhelming troubles 

with the coming of flying cars.  These dilemmas will be a focus at the 30th annual IEEE MetroCon conference 

produced by Fort Worth chapter of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [IEEE] with major 

patrons being Lockheed Martin and Oncor Electric Delivery. 

  

A plenary speaker at MetroCon will be Mike McNair, Innovation Lead for Autonomy Vehicles at Bell Helicopter 

who says he will challenge the great engineering minds in all areas to collaborate for solutions.  “Culturally, 

engineering is an umbrella of a wide variety of specific disciplines,” says McNair, “yet an increasing number of 

customers are requiring solutions and systems that require multi-disciplinary involvement.”  

  

It seems industry has the technology to put flying cars on the market right now en mass, but until all the safety 

and traffic issues are solved, society cannot dare. With the introducing of flying taxi’s in Dallas and Dubai as 

case studies it is thought that will bring together great minds to solve all the complex problems flying cars will 

create.  “Being able to make this happen requires an inter-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary approach that 

must meet rapidly changing regulatory and public acceptance criteria,” says McNair.  

  

McNair said he plans to voice his challenge to the engineers at MetroCon when he spoke today on the 

ScienceNews Radio Network program, Promise of Tomorrow with Colonel Mason.   “Using autonomous air 

transport as the case study, let’s get a glimpse into how designers and engineers must work within a complex 

framework and create the solutions needed for tomorrow.”  The broadcast can now be heard webcast and 

archived for its world audience at PromiseOfTomorrow (dot) biz. 

  

For 30 straight years IEEE has produced this one-day technology rich Conference.  MetroCon will also feature 

advances in biotechnologies, software and systems engineering, computational intelligence, in addition to 

cyber security, power and energy systems, plus other emerging technologies. 

  

More information about MetroCon, conference registration, sponsoring/exhibiting at: www (dot) metrocon (dot) 

org/. 


